Mechanism of propagating graphene plasmons excitation for tunable infrared photonic devices.
The mechanism of propagating graphene plasmons excitation using a nano-grating and a Fabry-Pérot cavity as the optical coupling components is studied. It is demonstrated that the system could be well described within the temporal coupled mode theory using two phenomenological parameters, namely, the intrinsic loss rate and the coupling rate of a graphene plasmonic mode, and their analytical expressions are derived. It is found that the intrinsic loss rate is solely determined by the electron relaxation time of graphene, while independent of the field distributions of the modes. Such result originates from the negligible magnetic field energy of the graphene plasmonic mode. The coupling rate is governed by the optical coupling components parameters, and varies periodically with the Fabry-Pérot cavity length. By modulating the two rates, quality factors and absorption rates can be adjusted. Furthermore, it is revealed that low refractive index of the Fabry-Pérot cavity material is vital to the enlargement of tunable band, and the underlying physics is discussed. Such plasmon excitation configuration is insensitive to light incident angle and could serve as a platform for many tunable infrared photonic device, such as surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopies, infrared detectors and modulators.